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How Aurox Works
Aurox Margin Lending

Abstract
Aurox is a trading platform that solves DeFi lending
and DEX limitations by leveraging the efficiency
in decentralized lending to power its 4x margin
lending capabilities, while providing a robust order
execution platform that offers speed and low cost
through the elimination of smart contracts.

The recent boom in decentralized finance

smart contracts, is slow and costly to use.

has led to the rapid adoption of Lending and
Borrowing platforms such as Compound and

In order to serve a broad range of use cases,

Aave, and Decentralized Exchanges such as

lending platforms like Compound must

Uniswap. Despite their proven economic value,

allow borrowers to take funds off-platform,

each of these individually have limitations.

requiring a greater ratio of collateral than
assets borrowed. This is problematic for most

Uniswap like all Automatic Market Makers, has

borrowers, and greatly limits the usability of the

issues guaranteeing price execution for large

platform.

order sizes, and due to the exclusive reliance on

Issues with
Decentralized
Exchanges
Without a doubt, the fastest growing segment in the DeFi space is the
decentralized exchange (DEX). Recently, Uniswap traded USD 439.7
million in a 24-hour time period, yielding USD 1.11 million in fees to liquidity
providers1. At its peak in early September, it handled USD 953.6 million
in a single day. Currently over USD 2.39 billion in liquidity is locked on
the exchange. While these numbers exemplify Uniswap and the broader
popularity in DEXs in general, they are not without issues.

High Transaction Costs
DEX’s can claim to be decentralized because

result in a very high expense, even without

they use smart contracts to handle every

any actual order execution taking place2. Some

aspect of a transaction on an exchange. On

DEXs attempt to eliminate this cost by utilizing

an order-book based exchange like EtherDelta,

a complex layer 2 solution to handle order

updating order book prices require invoking a

book updates, or simply centralizing order

smart contract and paying a fee. This means

book management altogether, however these

frequent updates to limit orders, stop loss

solutions are simply compromises without

orders and other similar order book entries

addressing the main issue.

as may be required in a fast-moving market

1

Uniswap Protocol Analytics, Uniswap, Oct. 3, 2020, https://uniswap.info/home

2

Deconstructing Decentralized Exchanges, L.X. Lin, Stanford Journal of Blockchain Law and Policy, Jan. 2019, 				
https://stanford-jblp.pubpub.org/pub/deconstructing-dex/release/1
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Low Performance
DEX’s also suffer from high latency3 due to

book may already be processing in the current

the requirement to process orders through a

block by the time a trader attempts to execute

smart contract. Before a transaction can be

against it. This will invariably result in a failed

completed, it must first be recorded onto the

transaction while still requiring the trader to pay

blockchain and confirmed.  This takes seconds

the smart contract fees. For traders employing

at best, but can take as long as several hours

high frequency trading algorithms this is

during time of high network congestion. In

obviously unacceptable.

some cases, an order that appears in an order

Issues with Price Execution
More recently, the concept of Automatic Market

the price at which the trade is executed and

Making (AMM) became popular to approach

occurs when the trade itself causes the market

transparency without requiring the use of order

price to deviate significantly, usually due to

books. Uniswap is one well-known example

a combination of a large order size and low

of a DEX that implements AMM. AMM’s work

market liquidity. In the case of Uniswap, the

by utilizing something called liquidity pools to

slippage premium increases relative to the size

provide a market-based ratio of two different

of the trade against the size of the liquidity pool.

cryptocurrencies. A trader can interact with

As an example, an order size that is half of the

these pools by swapping one cryptocurrency for

liquidity pool value would cause the average

another, resulting in the same effect as a trade

price per token to double, or a slippage rate of

on an order-book based exchange. However,

100%. This would be like trying to swap 100

due to the unique characteristics of liquidity

ETH for 35,000 USDC, and ending up with just

pools they are subject to a significantly greater

17,500 USDC after giving up 100 ETH. To keep

degree of slippage than order-book based

the slippage under 1% the liquidity pool size

exchanges. Slippage is defined4 as the difference

would need to be 100x greater than the size of

between the expected price of a trade and

the order5.

3

Shortfalls of Decentralized Exchanges, H. Renaudin, LGO Group, Jan 2018,								
https://medium.com/lgogroup/shortfalls-of-decentralized-exchanges-8f2bf7d2bd50

4

Slippage, J. Chen, Investopedia, May 2019, https://www.investopedia.com/terms/s/slippage.asp

5

A Comparison of Decentralized Exchange Designs, R. Chen, Apr 2019,								
https://thecontrol.co/a-comparison-of-decentralized-exchange-designs-1deef249f56a
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Decentralized Lending
Defi’s recent popularity is unquestionable.  According to DefiPulse, the
amount of value locked in DeFi projects is USD 4.67B6, while in the month of
August, some USD 40.2 billion in volume was transacted in DeFi projects. A
popular facet of DeFi is in the lending and borrowing segment, where DeFi
apps like Compound or Aave allow users to lend and borrow cryptocurrencies
at fair market rates. These apps, collectively are lending some USD
4.36 billion in cryptocurrency value, at the moment, a testament to their
popularity and functional value.

Lending Shortfall
However, the users of these lending platforms

to 75% the balance of the posted collateral. As

need to take borrowed funds off the platform

an example, for every USD 100 in DAI deposited

to make use of them elsewhere such as for

as collateral, only up to USD 75 in another asset

short selling or otherwise speculating on a

such as ETH can be borrowed. The reduced

trade. Because these lending platforms do not

borrowing capacity significantly limits its utility.  

have control over how or where these funds are

One could argue that simply trading the USD

used, significant collateral must be posted by

100 in DAI for USD 100 in ETH, might be a

the borrower in order to provide enough cushion

better alternative. While there are still some

for the platform in the case that the value of

practical cases in which this type of lending

an asset declines precipitously. As an example,

might be useful as proven by Compound’s

Compound only allows users to withdraw a

success, utilizing this type of decentralized

fraction of the total posted collateral. In the

lending and borrowing to allow a greater

case of DAI, the Compound Comptroller has a

amount of borrowing would open up the doors

assigned a collateral factor of 0.75, meaning

to other use cases.

the maximum one can borrow against DAI is up

6

As of October 1, 2020, defipulse.com

6
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Liquidation
On current lending platforms a user’s posted

are in default or how to correct the action. In

collateral and borrowed funds might be

this case the way current systems are designed

liquidated without their knowledge. Some

are at fault. This could be the result of a the

pre-requisite knowledge of how a system

decentralized aspect of a lending platform,

works is generally required, but beyond this,

where the platform collects no information on

a user often does not know when they are in

the user and therefore cannot notify that user

default of their obligations. A simple corrective

or otherwise contact the user when a shortfall

action such as reducing their loan amount or

is present. The user needs to be extra diligent

increasing their collateral isn’t being performed

in continuously checking the status of their

simply because users do not know that they

finances.

Declining Yields
Yields on DeFi lending and borrowing have

total is from the direct conversion of fiat to

been steadily declining. Like all new and novel

crypto. However, in the chase for yield, billions

projects, initial demand leads to high lending

have flooded the top DeFi lending platforms.  

and borrowing rates, but over time as additional

In fact, according to Defipulse.com, there’s

liquidity is brought into these platforms the

approximately USD 4.04 billion loaned on

utilization ratio decreases, bringing lending and

lending platforms.

borrowing rates down.
The current best yield offered by top DeFi
In today’s market where the risk-free yield

lending platform Compound is 2.91% for

is almost non-existent, the sudden surge

stablecoin DAI8. While this is still many times

in liquidity across all DeFi platforms is not

more than what can be achieved lending USD at

surprising. According to a recent article

a local bank, about 4.85x more than a leading

in CoinTelegraph some USD 100 million in

high-interest savings account9 it is still less

stablecoins are minted daily7. As these coins

than what can be achieved outside of the DeFi

are gateways into the DeFi space, it can be

cryptocurrency space as seen in the table below.

reasoned that a significant portion of this

7

Stablecoin market cap increase by $100M every single day, T. Wright, CoinTelegraph.com, Sep. 2020,
https://cointelegraph.com/news/stablecoin-market-cap-increases-by-100m-every-single-day

8

Compound Dashboard, Supply Markets, Oct. 6, 2020, https://app.compound.finance/

9

https://www.marcus.com/us/en/savings/high-yield-savings
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Source

Type

Asset

Yield

Compound

Decentralized,
Crypto

DAI

2.91%

Aave10

Decentralized,
Crypto

ETH

1.05%

Celsius11

Centralized, Crypto

UDSC

11.55%

Marcus by Goldman
Sachs

Centralized, Bank

USD, FDIC Insured

0.60%

High Yield Bonds
ICE Data Services12

Centralized,
Corporate

Triple-C-rated

11.52%

U.S. Corporate Debt
ICE Data Services

Centralized,
Corporate

High Yield

5.54%

It can be argued that the cryptocurrency market is subject to additional risk than many regulated
markets. Many of the top cryptocurrencies do not consist of a centralized business with a base of
operations, revenue, or other intrinsic value. Their values increase and decrease based purely on the
supply and demand of the market. As a result, they can be expected to be considerably more volatile
in market value than something like a corporate bond. Because of this, lending cryptocurrency assets
must give the lender a substantial “risk premium” – that is, the yield in excess of the risk-free rate
of return. This risk premium should also factor in the additional risk in relying on smart contracts,
consisting of hundreds of lines of complex code, oftentimes written in a very new language.

10

https://aave.com/

11

Celsius.com, Current Reward Rates, Oct. 6, 2020, https://celsius.network/rates/

12

WSJ Markets, Tracking Bond Benchmarks, Oct. 5, 2020, https://www.wsj.com/market-data/bonds/benchmarks

8
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How DeFi Lending and
Borrowing Works
Borrowing and lending is an activity that has been around even before the
existence of a monetary system, however in the context of Decentralized
Finance, it is a relatively new concept with a few distinct nuances. It may
be helpful to understand how this works as it is a highly relevant topic and a
core feature of the Aurox product offering.

In short, DeFi lending and borrowing platforms

DeFi lending platforms are unique in that they

are decentralized blockchain applications that:

possess several hallmark characteristics:

•

Allows participants to borrow funds from a
pool of cryptocurrencies supplied by lenders

1.

•

Manages these cryptocurrencies through a
series of smart contracts

2. Autonomous – executed entirely by
blockchain technologies, no human
intermediaries

•

Smart contracts can lock and unlock funds
allowing for deposits and redemptions

3. Anonymous – no information is collected on
participants

•

Charges a fee to borrowers, pays an
interest to lenders, and collects a fee for
administering this

4. Secure – utilizes cryptography

Permissionless – anyone can use them

5. Transparent – fully auditable

www.getaurox.com
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In the below example we provide a sample use case to explain how participants might utilize DeFi
lending and borrowing:

Lender A

Borrower C
Collateral DAI

Lend DAI
Wallet

DAI

DAI

DAI Pool

Smart
Contract

Smart
Contract

Wallet
Collateral
ETH

ETH
ETH Pool

Smart
Contract

Borrow ETH

ETH
Smart
Contract

Wallet
Borrow
USDC

USDC
Smart
Contract

USDC

USDC
Pool

Wallet

Borrower B

1.

Lend
USDC
Smart
Contract

Lender D

Lender A owns the stablecoin DAI and

converting any ETH might make a lot of

lends it on a decentralized finance lending

sense to this borrower.

platform. By doing so, they provide liquidity
on the platform, such that another user
can borrow said tokens if they wish. They

•

In order to borrow USDC, the DeFi

earn interest on the DAI that is loaned to

platform requires posted collateral. This

the platform. All interest is paid in the same

collateral eliminates the need for the

currency as being loaned.

borrower to reveal their identity such
as what may be necessary to perform
a credit check at a bank. The collateral

2. Borrower B is an ETH whale, possibly

can be used to guarantee the loan

an early investor. The borrower needs

they are taking. Should the borrower

a stablecoin like USDC to pay for a large

fail to pay back the USDC loan, the

purchase but doesn’t wish to liquidate

platform can liquidate the ETH posted

their ETH position due a tax implication

as collateral to cover their loan. The

or perhaps to wait out a better market

platform only issues USDC at a ratio that

environment. Therefore, having the ability

is less than the quantity collateralized in

to utilize USDC without actually selling or

ETH, for example, at 1:2. Better said,

10
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for every $5 USDC borrowed, the user
must deposit $10 worth of ETH.

2. From the above we can see that it is
possible that a borrower might actually
profit from a transaction.  For example,

•

The platform deposits the ETH collateral

if DAI is earning more interest than the

into a pool where it can be loaned to

borrow rate for ETH, the borrower might

other participants. Borrower B pays a

earn a return.

fee to borrow the USDC, but earns a
fee for posting their ETH as collateral,
reducing their total borrow cost.

3. If borrower C is correct in predicting a
substantial decline in the ETH market,
they can buy back ETH at the lower
price and return it back to the smart

3. Borrower C is a crypto fund who wishes to

contract to close out their position

short the ETH market. They believe the ETH

and collect their DAI. If borrower C is

market is due for a major bearish correction

incorrect, and the price of ETH spikes,

and wish to sell large amounts of ETH while

resulting in an inability to close the

the market is still high. However, the fund

contract, the platform will automatically

cannot sell what it does not own, therefore

liquidate the DAI held to fulfill the

it utilizes a DeFi lending platform to borrow

obligation, closing out the contract. All

ETH.  It holds a large pool of DAI specifically

of this occurs automatically without the

for this use, as DAI is stable, and allows

need for a complex array of individuals,

it the flexibility to use it on other lending

departments, documents and checks.

platforms or on the MakerDAO platform
where DAI originated from. It posts this DAI
as collateral by sending it into the lending

4. The platform manages all liquidity pools,

platform’s smart contract. The borrower

deposits, redemptions, fee and interest

earns interested on DAI that is posted as

calculations through the use of Smart

collateral, as this DAI can also be loaned to

Contracts and a governance protocol. It

other users.

earns a fee for this by capturing the
differences in the borrowing fee and lending
rate, called the spread.

1.

The borrower can now access the ETH
borrowing facility. The platform pulls
ETH from the pool that is supplied by
lenders. To borrow this ETH it pays
a fee. Some of that fee goes to the
lender, the rest goes to the platform.

www.getaurox.com
Copyright © 2020 Aurox. All Rights Reserved.
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Aurox
Aurox is a decentralized lending and borrowing platform
integrated with a low-cost, fast-executing trading
platform with 4X margin lending capabilities. The name
Aurox originates from the latin word Aurochs which an
extinct species of large “superbulls” that inhabited large
swaths of land in Asia, Europe and North Africa.

It is comprised of two key platforms
integrated together:

Aurox
Trade

Aurox
Lend

Aurox Trade

Centralized cryptocurrency exchange with
margin capability

Aurox Lend

Decentralized lending and borrowing
platform forked from Compound

Aurox is a centralized
exchange that
processes and fulfills
trades instantly through
our robust trading
engine without the use
of costly and poorperforming Smart
Contracts. Trades are
executed and settled
instantaneously, while
liquidity is guaranteed
through the direct
integration with a
number of partner
exchanges and order
book repeating.

Proven Execution
Aurox is no stranger to cryptocurrency

workspaces, trade alerts, news feed and

trading. The company was founded in 2018

much more. The platform is in open Beta and

by cryptocurrency entrepreneurs and after a

currently services thousands of traders.

year of development, launched a powerful and
intuitive trading terminal with the capacity

Aurox intends to utilize its experience and core

to integrate with over 60 cryptocurrency

expertise in blockchain product development,

exchanges while supporting over 1,100 trading

engineering and research to enhance its current

pairs. The terminal features proprietary trade

platform based on the objectives stated in this

indicators (Aurox Indicator, Aurox Lines,

whitepaper.

Fear & Greed Indicator), highly configurable

13
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High Performance
and Low Cost
Aurox Trade is a cryptocurrency exchange designed for high performance
traders. While the popularity of decentralized exchanges has grown quickly
and rapidly, we recognize that the world’s best cryptocurrency traders simply
cannot accept the high latency, high costs, and poor price execution of even
the best decentralized exchanges.
As such, we’ve engineered our platform to centralize our trading engine,
completely eliminating the reliance on expensive and slow-performing smart
contracts, and using a dense order book to support large orders instead
of relying on volatile liquidity pools commonly used by Automated Market
Makers.
Aurox provides the best of both worlds – combining a low latency
exchange with margin support, and a high-yield DeFi lending platform for
cryptocurrency holders.

www.getaurox.com
Copyright © 2020 Aurox. All Rights Reserved.
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Industry Leading
Interest
Aurox solves the current issue of evaporating yield in the DeFi lending and
borrowing market by integrating our decentralized lending pool directly with
our exchange’s margin borrowers. Our leveraged margin lending service
gives traders the ability to greatly magnify their positions. Due to this
benefit and the customary rates associated with margin lending, Aurox can
provide borrowers a yield that is substantially higher than generalized lending
platforms such as Compound or Aave.

For Borrowers
Aurox intends to lend cryptocurrency on

the supply and demand originating from Aurox

margin at a highly competitive rate. Below is a

Lend. A greater supply and/or reduced demand

comparison of current daily and annual margin

should have an effect of reducing the borrow

lending rates across popular exchanges in

rates on our platform. That being said, because

comparison to Aurox.

of the typically high rates for margin, we expect
borrow rates to be competitive with other

The actual interest rate shall be determined by

13

margin capable platforms.

USDT

0.0250%

0.0450%

0.0700%

0.1644%

ETH

0.0250%

0.0275%

0.1400%

0.1644%

BTC

0.0250%

0.0275%

0.0700%

0.1644%

9.1% APR13

10.0% - 16.4% APR

21.9% - 43.8% APR

60.0% APR

Margin fees discounted when paid with URUS token; based on a projected fee of 18.2% APR, actual fee may be substantially greater or
less than this and is based on the rate determined by the platform from actual supply and demand; fees for illustrative purposes

15
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For Lenders
Participants who loan capital to Aurox Lend

capabilities on the Aurox Trade platform, as the

receive favorable interest rate yields based on

total asset pool size is expected to be smaller at

Aurox’s capacity to lend to its margin borrowers.

launch and other competitors continue to offer

The aggregate yield on any currency is based

decentralized lending services.

on the ratio of loans made out to the platform
for margin, and all other loans issued on the

Based on this we can derive some assumptions

platform.

to calculate a hypothetical interest yield to
lenders.

We initially anticipate that a greater majority of
borrowed capital will be used to supply margin

Aurox Lender Interest Calculation

$900 (ETH)
Lender

$768 (ETH)

Margin Lending Rate

Margin Lending

18.27% / $139.23 (ETH)
Annually

$185 (ETH)

DeFi Pool
Lending Rate

$150 (ETH)

$1000 (ETH) Loaned
14.2% (ETH)
Earned Annually

Reserve Pool

$100 (ETH)

The above diagram illustrates how a USD

DeFi Pool Lending

2.50% / $213 (ETH)
Annually

Lend generates superior returns.

1000 equivalent, ETH loan to Aurox earns a
return. Assuming 90% allocation of a lending

The actual rate of return is dependent on

pool’s capital toward Aurox margin lending, the

the supply and demand on the platform at

participant earns up to 14.2% annual or $141.36

any given time. We believe coupling our

before fees. Compare this with the current

decentralized lending and borrowing platform

deposit rates for the top two largest lending and

directly for use by our margin traders will result

borrowing platforms and you can see why Aurox

in very competitive rates.

ETH - Deposit APY14,15

14.2%

0.25%

1.09%

14

The Aurox Lend rate is calculated based on assumptions of split and pool fees as per the diagram. Actual fee may be substantially 		
greater or less than this and is based on the rate determined by the platform from actual supply and demand; fees for illustrative 		
purposes

15

Compound and Aave APY as of 9-Oct-20.  Source https://compound.finance/markets, https://aave.com/
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Notifications
Aurox Lend also provides an option for

contract is closed and no active balance is

decentralized lenders to provide an email

in place, the information is purged from the

address or enable notifications within their

system. In this way Aurox does not record

browser. These two avenues allow our lending

any private information on its users. For

platform to signal critical information such as

those borrowing using Aurox Trade for margin

the requirement to increase collateral or reduce

purposes, the information already provided

the loan amount in order to avoid being in

as a part of the account opening process will

default and being forced to liquidate. Aurox

be utilized and no further or special action is

only temporarily stores this information while

needed.

a contract is open on its platform. Once a

How this is Achieved
Aurox makes this achievable for two reasons:

The Aurox platform can essentially recall all
borrowed funds by liquidating them at their

1.

It provides a specific high value use (margin)

current market value, and using the posted

for borrowed cryptocurrencies allowing it to

collateral locked on the lending platform to

charge a premium for this service.

make up for any shortfall. As a result it can
offer the leverage needed for margin, attracting

2. Since both the borrowed funds and posted
collateral are locked within its ecosystem,
it has the capability to liquidate both in the
event the market price diverges, something
that other lending platforms cannot do,
since the borrowed funds are outside of
their control

17
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high-performance traders who are willing to pay
the interest premiums.

Advantage to Margin Borrowers
Borrowing directly from Aurox for margin allows a trader to achieve substantially greater leverage
than if they were to perform the same action on a DeFi lender like Compound.

Borrow Amount

$100 (ETH)

$100 (ETH)

Collateral Needed

$25 (USDC)

$133 (USDC)

Advantage to the Lender
From the lender’s perspective, the annual interest earned is substantially greater than the market
rate of lending achieved on a site like Compound. In the above example which is based on today’s
market rates, a lender on Aurox would receive 57x more return for each USD equivalent loaned.

www.getaurox.com
Copyright © 2020 Aurox. All Rights Reserved.
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How Aurox Works
Aurox is the first platform to combine a centralized exchange with a
decentralized lending and borrowing platform. The combination of
these two separate financial services products enables leveraging the
best of both worlds.

Aurox Ecosystem
4x

Margin Loan

Collateral

Aurox Reserve
Trader

1x

Collateral

Aurox
Lend

Borrower
DeFi Loan

Lender

Aurox Trade

Aurox Lend

For DeFi lenders, they can achieve highly competitive yields since their loaned assets are borrowed
by margin traders paying a strong yield. For traders, they get access to highly competitive margin
rates since these are funded by DeFi lenders instead of a centralized lender like a bank. The entire
ecosystem locks all collateral, loans, and margined positions to maximize lender protection and
safeguard against loss.

19
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Aurox Margin Lending
Aurox Trade offers up to 4X leverage on certain

pulling the respective amount of ETH from its

highly-liquid cryptocurrencies such as BTC and

reserve pool, which itself is funded by the DeFi

ETH. Typically, on a centralized exchange when

lending platform.

a margin balance is opened, it is funded in fiat
such as USD. That USD can then be used to

Prior to obtaining a margin loan, a trader must

purchase currencies available on that platform.

post collateral in a supported cryptocurrency.

Traders can establish margin loans in specific

The margin lending rates are determined based

markets, and their leverage, the maximum

on the cryptocurrency posted and the asset

amount they can borrow, is dependent on the

borrowed. For example, in highly liquid markets

liquidity of that market.

such as USDC and ETH, a trader could post the
equivalent of $100 in USDC as collateral and

On Aurox, margin loans are directly funded

obtain the equivalent of $400 in ETH on margin.

in the cryptocurrency they wish to borrow.

In less liquid markets a 1X margin loan might be

For example, if a trader is shorting ETH, they

given.

would sell 4X the value of ETH as their posted
collateral.  Aurox would fulfill this trade by

Margin Fee
A fee is automatically calculated by the platform

trader’s posted collateral. The margin lending

every four (4) hours the margin position is

rate varies according to the cryptocurrency

held and is deducted automatically from a

borrowed.

Margin Call and Liquidation
Should the value of the collateral in relation to

value diverges by 25% or more, a Liquidation

the borrowed assets diverge by 15% or more, a

Event occurs resulting in the collateral being

margin call will be issued requiring the trader to

sold and the borrowed position closed.

increase the amount of collateral posted. If the

www.getaurox.com
Copyright © 2020 Aurox. All Rights Reserved.
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Aurox Lender Repayment Mechanisms

Margin Loan

DeFi Lender

Trader
Collateral

Other User Assets

Insurance Fund

In some rare cases the markets may diverge

cover the deficit.  If the value of their holdings

rapidly across the collateral and borrowed

is insufficient to make up for the shortfall,

assets such that by the time the Liquidation

the difference will be collected from Aurox’s

Event occurs, the settled positions result in a

Insurance Fund, and the trader will lose all

negative balance against the trader’s account.

trading ability until their balance is repaid.

In this case Aurox can utilize funds held by

Aurox may also attempt to collect on this

the trader to settle this imbalance. Aurox

deficit using the information provided by the

will provide the trader 48 hours to repay the

user when they created an account. Any funds

balance in any supported currency. Aurox will

collected from a delinquent trader after the

prevent a trader from performing withdrawals

insurance fund has paid out with be repaid into

during this time. Should the trader fail to

the insurance fund.

pay this balance within this timeframe, Aurox
will automatically liquidate their holdings to

Reserve Pool
The function of the reserve pool is to make sure

execution by aggregating large loans from the

the requisite assets are available immediately

DeFi platform instead of upon each trader’s

without having to wait for smart contract

order.  Specifically, the reserve pool shall

execution. The reserve pool also reduces costs

contain a target of approximately 5% of the

by reducing the frequency of smart contract

total assets locked on the Aurox Lend.
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Aurox Lend Liquidity Reserve
Aurox Lend will maintain a liquidity reserve

allocated for the reserve do not earn interest

of approximately 15% the value of all loaned

and are considered non-loaned assets. This will

assets. This reserve will be used to payout

reduce the total fees a lender can earn.

lenders at they unlock assets and exist the
platform. Lending and borrowing rates will be

The remaining 85% of the assets will be utilized

algorithmic adjusted by the Aurox Lend protocol

for borrowing demands on the platform.

to maintain this liquidity reserve. Assets

Aurox Composition of Locked Funds

80%

5%

15%

Lending

Margin
Reserve

Liquidity Reserve

85% LOANED

15% NON-LOANED

Aurox Insurance Fund
Aurox will grow and maintain an insurance fund

the value of all margin loans held on Aurox

to help protect lenders from borrower default.

Trade.  Aurox will utilize a portion of its profits

While margin lending provides attractive yields

to contribute to this fund. In this case, lenders

to lenders it also potentially subjects them to

are not subsidizing the insurance fund from

greater risk, especially since Aurox provides

their earnings. Instead Aurox will be responsible

up to 4X (400%) leverage against posted

for costs related to maintaining this fund,

collateral. Aurox mitigates this risk using our

maximizing the absolute return to lenders.

insurance fund. Aurox will attempt to maintain
an insurance fund that is approximately 10%
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Revenue
Model
Aurox will earn revenue from the following actions:

Trading Fees

0.15%
of trade value

Trading Fees

Aurox charges a fee of 0.15% per trade on its platform
for both makers and takers

Margin Fees

Aurox captures a fee of 10% of the value of the margin
fees paid by borrowers

23
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Margin Fees

10%
of margin fee paid

URUS
The Aurox Token
Aurox’s platform is powered by URUS its ERC-20
token. Urus is the Greek word for a species of
superbulls known as Aurochs.

URUS provides meaningful utility on the Aurox platform:

50% Discount on Trading Fees
50% Discount on Margin Fees
20% Interest Rate Boost on Token Lending
Staking interest on assets held on Aurox Trade
Reward Pool for Trading Competitions and Referrals

www.getaurox.com
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Discounts
User’s on the Aurox platform receive discounts

can be paid in URUS, with the balance being

when utilizing URUS to pay for certain fees. A

owed in the currency being borrowed. For

user can opt to pay for trading fees by holding

trading fees, the entirety of the fee can be

URUS on the exchange wallet and enabling the

paid in URUS. Both forms of discount follow

option to pay for fees in URUS. A user can also

the schedule below, with a decreasing discount

opt to pay for their margin borrowing fees in

schedule until the discount terminates after

URUS. For margin fees, up to 50% of the fee

Year 4.

Discount Rate

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

Year 4

50%

25%

15%

10%

Interest Rate Boost
User’s who lend on Aurox Lend have the option

payment on loaned currencies in URUS shall

to receive their interest earnings in URUS token.

receive a 20% bonus until 50% of the total

For those that opt to receive in URUS, they will

interest rate reserve pool is exhausted. From

be rewarded with an additional 20% yield until

there the rate boost will drop to 10% until 75%

the reserve is exhausted in which case they

of the reserve pool tokens are exhausted. The

will earn the stated return at that time in the

rate boost will be reduced as the tokens are

currency they are lending in.

paid to lenders out of the reserve pool based
on the schedule below, until the pool funds

Aurox will allocate 10% of its token issuance to

are exhausted, by which point the rate boost

the interest rate reserve. Rate boost payouts

incentive will end.

shall be made according to the schedule below.
For example, users opting to receive interest

50%

75%

Exhausted

Rate Boost

25

20%

87.5%

Exhausted

10%
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until

100%

Exhausted

5%

2.5%

Staking Interest
Aurox Trade will allow platform users to enable

The platform will calculate staking rewards

staking rewards for assets deposited an held in

based on actual usage. If the deposit are being

the platform’s wallet. Users will be given the

utilized, they are not eligible for staking, and

option to stake their unused assets for interest

the rewards calculation will adjust. In essence,

paid in URUS. Staked assets may be allocated

staking will occur automatically and in the

to the margin reserve for use in margin, or

background without requiring a user to lock

locked on Aurox Lend. User’s can disable

funds. The interest rate paid will determined at

staking if they do not wish to participate. Assets

platform launch.

that are staked can be utilized at any time.
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Team
Giorgi Khazaradze
Founder
Involved in almost every niche that can generate money, Giorgi has done it all.
While getting his Computer Science degree at the most in-demand school in the
nation, he dropped out as a senior to focus and help generate close to 10 million
dollars for his e-Commerce business. While at the same time, he applied every
one of his skills in marketing, software development, and cryptocurrency to turn
Aurox into the most popular terminal on the market.

Taras Motsnyy
Founder
A serial entrepreneur from the young age of 14. Taras started helping affiliate and
e-Commerce companies by delivering massive amounts of traffic and generating
millions of dollars in revenue each year. He sought to invest his profits into stocks,
and then cryptocurrencies in early 2014. After spending years learning and honing
his skills, he developed an algorithm that would eventually become the Aurox
indicator, capable of predicting market movements at 70%+ accuracy.

Ziga Naglic
Founder
A self-taught developer turned entrepreneur. Ziga used his expertise to launch
multiple software as service products that have generated 7 figures each year
to this day. Not only has he spoken at some of the biggest conferences in the
affiliate marketing field, but Ziga has single-handedly developed software that
has helped other entrepreneurs make millions of dollars. Aurox’s groundbreaking
products show off his hands-on approach, passion for software development, and
desire to help others become successful.
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Disclaimer
In consideration of Aurox (the “Company”)

liability to the recipient or any person resulting

providing this Whitepaper to the recipient, the

from the reliance upon this Whitepaper in

recipient acknowledges that the contents of this

determining to make an application to apply for

Whitepaper are confidential to the Company and

shares in the Company.

the recipient agrees not to disclose, distribute or
permit to be communicated verbally, directly or

The Company considers that the financial

indirectly or otherwise, or to otherwise publish

and non-financial information contained in

the contents of this Whitepaper except with the

this Whitepaper has been prepared to the

prior written consent of the Company. For the

best of its reasonable knowledge and ability.

purposes of this acknowledgement “recipient”

However, recipients must rely on their own

includes, without limitation, any principal,

investigation of all financial information and

employee or agent of the recipient.

no representations or warranties are or will be
made by the Company as to the accuracy or

This Whitepaper, and any offers made within

completeness of such information.

it, is solely for Participants. This Whitepaper
provides a summary of the main features of

The Company makes no representation about

the Company. It contains general advice only

the underlying value of the tokens on offer.

and has been prepared without taking into

Prospective participants must make their own

account any participant’s objectives, financial

assessment about whether the price of the

situation or needs. Participants should read the

tokens being offered represents fair value.

Whitepaper carefully and assess whether the
information is appropriate for them in respect of

Participant Warning

their objectives, financial situation and needs.
Participation in a token sale carries high risks. It
This Whitepaper does not purport to contain all

is highly speculative and before participating in

the information that a prospective participant

any project about which information is given,

may require. In all cases, interested parties

prospective participants are strongly advised to

should conduct their own investigation and

seek appropriate professional advice;

analysis of the Company and the data contained
in this Whitepaper.

The information contained in this Whitepaper
has been prepared by or on behalf of the

The Company does not make any representation

Company. Aurox has not undertaken an

or warranty as to the accuracy or completeness

independent review of the information

of the information contained in this Whitepaper.

contained in this Whitepaper.

Furthermore, the Company shall not have any
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Prominent Statements

Company operates as well as general economic
conditions. Actual performance or events may

The information contained in this Whitepaper

be materially different from those expressed or

about the proposed business opportunity is not

implied in those statements.

intended to be the only information on which a
decision is to be made and is not a substitute for

All forward-looking statements attributable

a disclosure document, or any other notice that

to the Company or persons acting on behalf

may be required under law. Detailed information

of the Company are expressly qualified in

may be needed to make a token participation

their entirety by the cautionary statements in

decision;

this section. Except as expressly required by
law, the Company undertakes no obligation

Prospective participants should be aware that

to publicly update or revise any forward-

no established market exists for the trading of

looking statements provided in this Whitepaper

any tokens that may be offered.

whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise, or the risks affecting this

Future Statements

information.

Except for historical information, there may be

None of the Company, its officers or any person

matters in this Whitepaper that are forward-

named in this Whitepaper with their consent,

looking statements. Such statements are only

or any person involved in the preparation of

predictions and are subject to inherent risks and

this Whitepaper, makes any representation or

uncertainty. Forward-looking statements, which

warranty (express or implied) as to the accuracy

are based on assumptions and estimates and

or likelihood of fulfilment of any forward-

describe the Company’s future plans, strategies,

looking statement except to the extent required

and expectations are generally identifiable by

by law. The forward-looking statements reflect

the use of the words ‘anticipate’, ‘will’, ‘believe’,

the views held only as at the date of this

‘estimate’, ‘plan’, ‘expect’, ‘intend’, ‘seek’, or

Whitepaper.

similar expressions. Participants are cautioned
not to place undue reliance on forward-looking

Value Risks

statements. By its nature, forward-looking
information involves numerous assumptions,

Tokens issued by Aurox may drop substantially

inherent risks and uncertainties both general

in value, or may remain illiquid for long periods

and specific that contribute to the possibility

of time or indefinitely.  Aurox cannot guarantee

those predictions, forecasts, projections and

an active secondary market for the exchange

other forward-looking statements will not occur.

of tokens purchased in the token sale. Not all

Those risks and uncertainties include factors

disclosures or statements are being made in this

and risks specific to the industry in which the

disclaimer section. Participants should review
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the token sale agreement in its entirety and

or features. URUS tokens may have no value.

seek the professional advice of legal counsel

The company reserves the right to refuse or

and investment professionals.

cancel URUS token purchase requests at any
time at its sole discretion.

URUS tokens may change in value based on a
number of factors that are outside our control.

Not a Security

There is no guarantee or expectation that
URUS tokens will increase in value, provide a

It is important to note that any tokens issued

return, or have sufficient adoption and liquidity

on Aurox’s platform are not intended to

on exchanges. Owning these tokens does not

be securities, and this document is not a

constitute a share of equity or ownership in

prospectus, offering document or a solicitation

the company. The token economy is new and

for investment in a share or equity offering.

exciting. Regulatory circumstances may require

Tokens issued on our platform as referenced

that token mechanics be changed or altered.

in this document do not confer any type of
ownership or debt within Aurox’s ecosystem.

URUS tokens do not have any rights, uses,

Tokens currently trading or issued in the future

purpose, attributes, functionalities or features,

are non-refundable. Aurox will not guarantee

express or implied, including, without limitation,

any value, secondary market, or commitments

any uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities or

to the value of such tokens. Buyer and owners

features on the Aurox platform. Company does

shall participate in each economy at their sole

not guarantee and is not representing in any

risk.

way to buyer that the URUS tokens have any
rights, uses, purpose, attributes, functionalities
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